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17 October
Morgan Stanley could do little but watch as a team of advisers 
overseeing $2.2 billion in assets quit last month to start their own shop, 
the latest in a string of departures that have shifted billions of dollars in 
assets away from big Wall Street banks.

PepsiCo Inc. ramped up its pledge to reduce the number of sugary 
beverages it sells over the next decade as governments increasingly 
tax soft drinks and fruit juices in an attempt to reduce obesity and 
diabetes.

China's housing market is starting to resemble a Bermuda triangle for 
economists: time and again the smartest forecasters wade in only to 
get it wrong.

The U.S. dollar and Treasury yields are trending higher as investors 
foresee an interest rate increase come December.

18 October
By the time the third lawyer stood to make her case against Prime 
Minister Theresa May’s plan to trigger Brexit, members of three-judge 
panel were glancing at the clock.

Abu Dhabi National Oil Co. will combine three shipping and ports 
units less than a month after consolidating two offshore oil and gas 
businesses.

China’s economy remained stable in the third quarter, all but ensuring 
the government’s full-year growth target will be hit and paving the 
way for a policy switch toward reining in financial risks.

Leonardo DiCaprio says he's awaiting direction from the U.S. Justice 
Department regarding any ill-gotten funds that may have supported 
his environmental foundation or 2013 film "The Wolf of Wall Street."

20 October
Mario Draghi signaled the European Central Bank probably won’t 
stop its quantitative-easing program without tapering it first, indicating 
that the stimulus is likely to run past the currently scheduled end-date 
of March 2017.

Prime Minister Theresa May’s government is seeking to quell fears 
among bankers that it won’t fight for the finance industry as it prepares 
to pull Britain out of the European Union.

Saudi Arabia’s record debut international bond sale is shifting the 
ground across Middle East debt markets, fueling price gains and 
stoking speculation of more borrowers to come.

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte said he wants to cut the cord with 
the U.S. and pivot to China and Russia, words that signal a deepening 
split with his country’s biggest military ally and prompted bafflement 
in Washington.

21 October
Germany is seeking tighter control over foreign investment in European 
companies, in a sign of a growing protectionist reaction to China’s 
appetite for overseas acquisitions.

When Vladimir Putin praised Donald Trump as “talented’’ and the 
“absolute leader’’ in the U.S. presidential race back in December, the 
embrace seemed more mischievous than malign.

With his job on the line, fraud charges hanging over his head and 
university students rioting for free education, South African Finance 
Minister Pravin Gordhan’s resolve to maintain fiscal discipline and 
avoid a junk credit rating is facing a severe test.

Gold is set to advance by as much as 15 percent before the end of 
next year as the Federal Reserve goes slow on increasing interest rates 
and the dollar remains subdued, buoying bullion demand, according 
to Templeton Emerging Markets Group.

19 October
Theresa May will tell her fellow European Union leaders that the Brexit 
vote must be honored and there will be no second referendum as a 
way to stop the U.K. leaving the bloc, according to two senior British 
officials. 

Scotland is taking a step toward another referendum on independence 
by preparing legislation that could be enacted should the semi-
autonomous government in Edinburgh decide Brexit is undermining its 
political and economic interests.

The U.S. ambassador to Switzerland wants more of the country’s 266 
banks to accept American clients after onerous regulations and tax-
evasion probes prompted many financial firms to shun them.

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte spelled out his foreign policy pivot 
to China in the clearest terms yet, telling hundreds of Filipinos in Beijing 
that “it’s time to say goodbye” to the U.S.
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